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6. Feature Extraction4  

he segmentation process is followed by the feature extraction phase. The 

present research work has primarily used a combination of two feature 

detectors: the Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [131] which is used 

to detect blob features and then the Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [132] which is 

used to extract the scale-independent features suitable for classification.  

6.1 Maximally Stable Extermal Regions (MSER) 
Let Q1, …, Qi, …∞ be a sequence of nested extremal regions (Qi-1⸦Qi). Extremal region 

Qi* is maximally stable iff q(i) = |Qi+∆\Qi-∆|/|Qi| has a local minima at i*. The extermal 

regions Ri are detected as follows [133]: 

∀p∈Ri, ∀q∈boundary(Ri) => Iin(p)>=Iin(q)            …Equation 6.1.1  

Where Iin is the input image, iff means if and only if. Here, Q1, …, Qi, …∞ is an infinite 

sequence (ordered set) of nested extremal regions that belong to or forming the outer 

structure of any image or its parts.  

In |Qi+∆\Qi-∆|/|Qi|,  Qi+\ Qi- => the relative complement of Qi+ and Qi- 

   | Qi+\ Qi-| and |Qi| => cardinality of the expression within 

   |Qi+∆\Qi-∆|/|Qi| => ratio of two absolute values  

 

6.2 Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) 

The sum of the original image within a rectangle can be evaluated quickly using the 

integral image, S(x,y) = ∑  ∑ 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦)            …Equation 6.2.1  

A Hessian matrix H (p, σ) at point p and scale σ, is determined to obtain the point of 

interest: 

H(p, σ) = [  
𝐿𝑥𝑥(𝑝, σ) 𝐿𝑥𝑦(𝑝, σ)
𝐿𝑦𝑥(𝑝, σ) 𝐿𝑦𝑦(𝑝, σ)

 ]             …Equation 6.2.2  

The lowest level of the scale space is obtained as: 

σapprox = current filter size X (base filter scale/base filter size)                 … Equation 6.2.3 

Then, the Gaussian second-order derivative with a box filter is approximated and later, 

the maxima of the determinant of the Hessian matrix is extracted as candidate interest 
                                                           
4Based on author’s publication no. 1 and no. 5[Appendix D]  
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points by using equations 6.2.2 and 6.2.3:  

Det (Happrox) = DxxDyy – ( Dxy)
2                                                         …Equation 6.2.4 

While computing the determinant of the Hessian matrix, the term β compensates for the 

error caused by the approximation of the true Gaussian derivative masks. An analogous 

computational form, performed over the entries of a matrix ∑ 𝑎
 

, is called the 

Frobenius norm. The multiplicative factor indicated in the equation 6.2.4 defines the ratio 

of Frobenius norms between the box filter approximations and their true peers. It has 

been observed that β may practically be approximated using a static constant 0.9 even 

though β is not independent of the scale size σ. 

6.3 MSER-SURF Methodology 
The combined MSER-SURF algorithm may be written as [134]: 

Step 1: De-noised image used as input;  

Step 2: Extermal regions are detected using MSER (by using equation 6.1.1); 

Step 3: Candidate interest points are determined using SURF (by using equation 6.2.4); 

Step 4: Finally feature vectors are extracted and merged accordingly:  

𝐹 ⃗ = {𝐹 ⃗, 𝐹 }⃗                                                     … Equation 6.3.1 

 

Equation 6.3.1 implies that SURF descriptors are extracted at locations identified by the 

MSER detector. Upon analyzing the algorithm, it may be observed that at first the MSER 

detector incrementally walked through the intensity range of the concerned image to 

detect stable regions (equation 6.1.1), and then the SURF points of interest were detected 

from those regions (equation 6.2.4). From each concerned image 12 MSER regions were 

detected (Figure 33) and a sample of the structure of such a region is as follows: [Count, 

Location, Orientation, PixelList] = (1, 44.5362, 12.7516,-1.4958, 69*2 int32). This is a 

typical MSER region structure culled out of an image. The structure consists of a Count 

(no. of stored regions; type integer), Location (locations of ellipses, stored as an M-by-2 

array of [x y] coordinates), and Orientation (ellipse orientation, stored as a value in the 

range from -pi/2 to + pi/2 radians. This value represents the orientation of the ellipse as 

measured from the X-axis to the major axis of the ellipse) and PixelList (point coordinates 
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for detected MSER regions, specified as an M-by-1 cell array. Each cell is an array of (x, 

y) coordinates of dimension p-by-2, where p is the number of pixels in an MSER region 

detected; data type is a 32-bit integer). From these regions, SURF features are retrieved. 

A neighborhood of size 20s was taken around each of valid SURF points where s is the 

window size. Each region is divided into 4x4 sub-regions. For each sub-region, 

horizontal and vertical wavelet-based responses are recorded. This when represented as a 

vector gave SURF feature descriptor with a total of 64 dimensions. Features are given 

arbitrary names fi; i=1 to 64. 

 

  

Figure 33: (a) base image (b) image with MSER regions and SURF points detected on it 

 

Figure 34: MSER-SURF features extracted from the image collection 
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6.4 Other Features  
The present study has also considered other features including first order and higher-
order statistical derivatives. This includes texture-based features portrayed by the Gray 
Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) [135]. The present research work has also used 
other local feature extraction techniques to retrieve local patterns from the concerned 
images. Major features used in the study apart from MSER-SURF, are as follows: 

6.4.1 Entropy 
Entropy measures the lost image information during transmission. This is an important 
feature for loss calculation during image transformation. 

Entropy = ∑ − ln P
 
ij P,

 
ij         … Equation 6.4.1.1 

6.4.2 Energy 
Energy or Angular Second Moment (ASM) is the measure of uniformity in pixels of an 
image. 

Energy = ∑ (P,

 
ij)           … Equation 6.4.2.1 

Where, Pij  = (i,j)th pixel of the concerned image and N = number of gray levels in the 
image 

6.4.3 Homogeneity 
Local homogeneity is measured by Inverse Different Moment (IDM) depicting if the gray 
level is uniform. 

Homogeneity= ∑
 

( ) ,           … Equation 6.4.3.1 

6.4.4 Correlation 
Correlation shows in an image how much correlated a pixel location is with its 
neighboring pixels. 

Correlation = ∑ P,
( )( )

 
         … Equation 6.4.4.1 

6.4.5 Contrast 
It calculates the intensity contrast between a pixel and its adjacent pixels across the input 
image. 

Contrast = ∑ P (i − j) ,               …Equation 6.4.5.1 

6.4.6 Mean 

The GLCM mean is the mean intensity of pixels, μ= ∑ iP,       …Equation 6.4.6.1 
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6.4.7 Variance 
The calculation of the variance of the intensities of all candidate pixel locations in the set 
of relationships that contribute to the GLCM: 

σ = ∑ P (, i-μ)             …Equation 6.4.7.1 

  

Figure 35: GLCM and other primitive features extracted from the image dataset 

6.4.8 FAST-HOG Features  
To retrieve other local features like Binary Large Objects (BLOBs), corners, and edge 

pixels, etc., a combination of Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) [136] and 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [137] methods have been used in the present 

research work. Local features refer to a distinct pattern found in an image. The pattern 

differs by texture, color, or intensity from its conjugated vicinity. FAST features were 

detected and the strongest corners are selected. As FAST features are not much suitable 

for classification, the HOG features are extracted from the selected corners along with 

valid points from the detected features (Figure 36). 
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Figure 36: FAST-HOG features detected on NSCLC tumor 

Figure 37: Glimpse of FAST-HOG features detected from the image collection 

Figure 36 displays the original image with an overlay of HOG features around the 

strongest corners detected by FAST. HOG features are extracted from grayscale input 

images. HOG features are extracted around specified point locations. The function 

returns the locations from the input whose adjacent pixels are fully constrained by the 

input image. Scale information linked with the points is overlooked. HOG features 

having length N is returned as a 1-by-N vector, where. Local shape information is being 

encoded by the returned features (Figure 37). Its various input parameters are as follows:  

a) Input image, specified M-by-N 2-D grayscale. The input image should be a real, non-

sparse value. Images may lose detailed shape information that the HOG function can 

encode due to rigid cropping. The issue may be resolved by including padding of 

background pixels around the cropped area. 
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b) Center location point formed as an M-by-2 matrix having M number of (x, y) 

coordinates. Descriptors are being generated from the adjacent points that are fully 

confined by the image edge. The size of the neighborhood pixels is determined by the 

BlockSize parameter. Pixel locations that exist within the image boundary are often 

used to decide the valid output points. The function ignores the scale information 

associated with these points. 

c) Cell size is expressed as a vector comprising pixel information. To capture large-scale 

spatial information, increase cell size. If the cell size is magnified, minute details 

regarding scale may get lost. 

d) The number of cells in a block, specified as a 2-element vector. The ability to 

suppress local illumination changes may be reduced due to a large block-size value. 

As the number of pixels exists in a chunk, these changes may get lost with averaging. 

To capture the significant local pixels block-size may have to be reduced. Smaller 

block sizes can help suppress illumination changes of HOG features. 

e) The number of overlapping cells between adjacent blocks, specified as a 2-element 

vector. Although large overlap values can confine ample information, they produce a 

larger feature vector size.  

f) The number of orientation histogram bins, specified as a positive scalar. To encode 

finer orientation details, the number of bins should be increased. The increasing 

number of bins increases the size of the feature vector, which requires more 

processing overhead. 

g) Selection of orientation values, specified as a logical scalar. If this property becomes 

true, orientation values get uniformly spaced within a span of bins between -180 and 

180 degrees. If this property becomes false, it is evenly distributed from 0 through 

180. Signed orientation differentiates between light-to-dark and dark-to-light 

transitions.  

The output arguments are as follows: 

a) Extracted features, returned as either a vector or a matrix. The local shape 

information may be encoded by features retrieved from regions or point locations 

within an image. 
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b) Valid points are associated with each feature descriptor vector output. This output can 

be returned as an M-by-2 matrix of (x,y) coordinates. The function culls out M 

number of attributes from candidate points in a region having a size equal to 

[CellSize.*BlockSize]. The extracted descriptors are the same type of object or matrix 

as that of the input.  

 

6.5 Feature Selection 
Feature selection or dimensionality reduction is a very important step in data analysis 

where the strongest spatial features are retained for the study from a pile of features. 

Normally the feature selection is done by running a Principal Components Analysis 

(PCA) [138] for dimensionality reduction. This is typically accomplished by selecting 

enough eigenvectors to account for 95% of the variance in the extracted feature set. In the 

present study, feature selection or dimensionality reduction has been done by 

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [139] which is more advanced than PCA. PCA 

optimizes the second-order statistics and finds uncorrelated components, whereas ICA 

optimizes higher-order statistics and finds independent components [140] 

6.5.1 Algorithm 
If X=[X1, X2… Xm]T is a random observed vector having m elements which are a mix of 

m independent elements of another random vector S= [S1, S2, …, Sm]T, then X may be 

expressed as: 

X=AS              …Equation 6.5.1.1 

Where A is an m-by-m mixing matrix.  

The goal of ICA is to estimate A and also estimate the source distribution S. Methods like 

PCA which is based on second-order moments, cannot recover A. ICA uses higher-order 

moments to recover A.  

Now, pre-assumptions made during ICA are as follows:  

a) sources are statistically independent; 

b) mixing matrix is square; 

c) there should be no external noise; 

d) data have zero mean; 

e) signals must not have a normal probability density  
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Statistical independence may be expressed as: 

E[g1(xi) g2(xj)] - E[g1(xi)] E[g2(xj)] = 0 for i  j       …Equation 6.5.1.2 

Where E[.] is the expectation for any function g(x). In specific, Gaussian 

uncorrelatedness is equivalent to independence. In ICA typically Minimization of mutual 

information or Maximization of non-Gaussianity is done. Independence may be achieved 

by forcing two random variables to be as far from the normal distribution as possible by 

measuring the non-gaussianity. Negentropy or the positive measure of gaussianity.are 

approximated to calculate the non-gaussianity. This algorithm is called FastICA: 

1. Center S by subtracting the mean 

2. Whiten S 

3. Choose a random initial value w for the de-mixing matrix  

4. Calculate the new value for A 

5. Normalize A 

6. Check if the algorithm has converged and if it hasn’t, resume  from  step 4 

7. Take the dot product of A and S to get the independent source signals X (Equation 

6.5.1.1) 

The eigenvalues are being decomposed w.r.t. its covariance matrix to whitening a signal. 

The potential correlations between the components of a signal are removed. This may be 

expressed as: 

𝑥 = 𝐸𝐷  𝐸 𝑥                 …Equation 6.5.1.3 

Where D is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues (lambda). 

6.5.2 Methodology 
In the present research work, transformation on numeric data has been done using the 

FastICA algorithm [141]. First, the data whitening (decoupling transform) has been done. 

Then, the FastICA main loop has been executed for 200 iterations with an error tolerance 

value 1.0E-4 (for solution convergence). Strongest 64 features are taken for final 

classification based on their respective ranks in ICA analysis.  
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Figure 38: Selected features as a result of ICA 

6.6 Conclusion 
Feature extraction is an unavoidable step in the orthodox machine learning curriculum. 

Although the manual feature extraction causes processing overhead, it is necessary to 

feed features in the traditional machine learning algorithms as they do not have an 

automatic way of extracting features. Such features may turn out very handy when 

limited hardware resources are there and images cannot be automatically processed. In 

the present study, different BLOB or Corner based feature extraction techniques have 

been described. MSER-SURF and FAST-HOG based techniques have been used. Other 

primitive and higher-order features have also been extracted by deriving first and second-

order statistical derivatives. Extracted features have been further used for database 

preparation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


